Alan T. Waterman Nomination Form Description

The following bullet points describe the Alan T. Waterman Award nomination form. We recommend reviewing the Nomination Tips found on the Waterman homepage prior to beginning your nomination. The information you (the nominator) need to enter includes the nominee contact and eligibility information, their history (education, positions held, honors), a proposed citation, a narrative statement regarding the nominee's work (limited to three pages), up to 20 publications, and four reference writers. Details are provided below (required fields are indicated by *).

- Nomination information. Provide contact and eligibility information for the nominee. The following information is required:
  - First Name *
  - Last Name *
  - Email*
  - Address *
  - Phone Number *
  - Organization with which the nominee is associated *
  - Major Discipline *
  - Year of Birth *

- History & Citation. You must enter:
  - Between one and six of the nominee’s degrees *
  - Positions held by the nominee *
  - Honors received *
  - A proposed citation up to 40 words*

- Narrative.* Provide a narrative statement that describes why you are nominating the nominee for the Alan T. Waterman award. Address the nomination criteria to explain how the nominee demonstrates exceptional individual achievement in scientific or engineering research of sufficient quality, originality, innovation, and significant impact on the field as to situate themselves as a leader among peers. The statement may be entered (limited to 1500 words) or uploaded as a PDF (limited to THREE pages).

- Publications & Contributions.* List up to 20 publications and contributions to showcase the nominee’s work.

- References.* Four reference writers not from the nominee's home institution need to be identified for each Alan T. Waterman nomination. The nomination system will automatically send an email to these reference writers and provide them with a unique link to upload their letter of recommendation. Please inform reference writers that letters are limited to TWO pages.

Disclosure Statement: The information requested on this nomination is solicited under the authority of the NSF Act of 1950, as amended, and will be used and disclosed to reviewers and the National Science Board in connection with the selection of qualified applicants.